
# A-6042,  
  Condominium.   $ 129,500  

Sosua, Dominican Republic
Affordable 1-Bed Turn-Key Condo with Ocean and Nature Views - Welcome to Serene Living in
Sosua's Hills
Discover tranquility in this meticulously crafted 1-bedroom condo in Sosua's hills for sale, offering a
serene Caribbean escape. This fully furnished gem, on the top floor, it boasts high ceilings, a
potential loft bed, and exclusive access to the area's largest pool. The amenities like, a restaurant,
little food store, gym, and billiards table enhance the peaceful ambiance to enjoy the lifestyle you
deserve. The residence features an open-concept living space flooded with natural light, high
ceilings, and flexibility to create a second loft bedroom or office space. Enter a thoughtfully crafted
residence where meticulous & beautifully design meets comfort and style. Unwind in the unique
condo with unobstructed views of the jungle, pool, sunset, and ocean. The covered balcony
ensures a sheltered experience. Adorned with locally crafted furniture, an extra guest bed, and
situated as the last one up, this condo stands out as a unique property. The recently remodeled
pool epitomizes Caribbean living, . Immerse yourself in the neighborhood's tranquility, where peace
and quiet reign supreme. Whether you seek a peaceful retreat or a permanent residence, this
condo offers the ideal sanctuary, surrounded by tranquility and stunning landscapes. Convenience
is at your fingertips, with Sosua's downtown a short ride away. Explore vibrant restaurants, unwind
in local bars, and enjoy nearby supermarkets and shopping. Beautiful beaches invite you to
embrace the coastal lifestyle. Don't miss this opportunity to own a remarkable condo in Sosua's
serene hills. With a spacious layout and unbeatable location, this property is poised to capture your
heart. Contact us today to schedule a viewing and turn this dream home into your reality.

Name Julitza Espinoza
Phone (849) 754-0473

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  1
Bath :  1

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  633.56

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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